CREST YEPOMERA’S ACTIVATION
BY UUC KAN
(English Traduction: Lahat Kan)

We have completed the first stage of the Crest Yepomera. Now the Crest is one spiritual machinery
that is serving our planet earth and humankind with the fundamental purpose of helping the creation
of the double bridge rainbow around our planet.
March 21st of 2011, was the day in which we celebrated the activation, we allow ourselves to share
this with you which is a planetary moment, and we want to share also the mysterious circumstances
that surrounded this activation as well, side by side with a series of photos that are perfect
testimony of all the beautiful things we experienced.
The history of the Crest recognizes two stages that are very clear: before and after the activation,
synchronic event that also with other things followed in the enchanted wave of the Storm, that
started on March 13th of 2011, that by its own energy announced very important and transcendental
changes for the Crest and the members of the Crest.
The first one to feel the impactof the storm was myself, it was precisely the day of the Magnetic
Storm that my heart hurt, and against my will, and with the pressure of my brothers of the
community: Oc, Ben and Etznab I had to go to a cardiologist; that which seemed like a normal test,
suddenly turned into an immediate hospitalization, fortunately it was only a superficial inflammation,
I was recovered next day. But this fact produced reflection in myself and in my brothers from the
Crest. From my part it made me more conscious of my human fragility and the necessity of a
deeper spiritual work within myself, to avoid these falls that only take time away from our main
objective.
Before continuing with the story, I want to say that starting the Electric Moon of the Deer (October
2012) arrived as reinforcements four elements that have been fundamental for us so we can
continue working here and so we can celebrate this activation today as well, they are Oxlahun Ben
and Ox Muluc with their sons Lahun Ahau and Uac Cimi.

Ben and his cosmic tone made a terrific duo with Etznab and his lunar tone, forming a very dynamic
team that kept a frenetic rhythm during the construction of the domes and this way they almost
finished all of them, so we could be at the time we wanted to be on the scheduled date March 21st
of 2011, almost the last equinox of Spring before the arrival of December of 2012.
Neverthless the circumstance that I was going thru at the hospital, made the rythm of work frenetic,
and Etznab and Ben were working on the domes as fast as they could, our labor men worked
without rest so we could all finish the domes at the scheduled time.
A second event will put in serious danger not only the Project of finishing the domes for the CREST
but also the life of the CREST itself. On March 16th of 2011, the energy of the wind was present
and without knowing the origins of this, a fire started and begun in the CREST, Ben and Muluc
were working at that moment and saw the flames coming, the flames were challenging and huge,

the flames were threatening on going and burning all the CREST, they called Etznab and Ahau for
help, but the four of them could not do anything against the huge fire, all they could was dig some
dirt and throw it around the flames but that was not enough…everything seemed to be a disaster,
unexpectedly and magically the fire surrounded the CREST without damaging anything, continued
its path and burned other territories and land but not the CREST, the thirteen domes and the land
surrounding them was untouched. Let’s see how Oxlahun Ben talks about the experience:
“These facts will be written forever in the memory of the Noosphere: Uuc Kan was isolated, his
heart was beating slowly and making pauses and sadness was overcoming his being. Oc and Cib
were there with him 150 kilometers from the ring of fire; we were just 5 days from the activation of
the CREST and three of the warriors were out of the battle. The challenge of the Lunar Sun left
results on the 4 warriors left that stayed at the CREST, two of them were exhausted, the energy that
took place there was so intense and purifying that forced the warriors to go and rest. Muluc came
back from a trip and together with Ben decide to finalize the last things before the activation, inside
the facilities of the Crest, the light center, where, without knowing, a circle of fire was going to take
place.
The 12th dome is the cooperation, and was unfinished and there the two warriors focused while
the wind was blowing strongly and as if the wind wanted to communicate something urgently…far
from there they saw smoke, no alarm, it is far, but the heat and the light became more intense, they
suddenly saw a fire wave that came right at them, threatening both of the trees that are guarding
the place and also the magnetic, lunar and electric domes located in the direction from where the
fire was coming from…the hearts of the warriors were beating rapidly and even when they knew
what they were suppose to do, lord fire was intimidating them. Then the warriors started to use
their last resource, they were evoking all of the leaders, guides and angels that work on other
dimensions of reality, they were asking for their intervention…help did not take a lot of time to
arrive, and even though the fire was so intense, little by little the fire left the territories, leaving the
sectors, the arrival of other light beings cleared the area, but the main work was done…a circle of
protection was formed around the domes protecting them…the sign was clear, the center of light in
the CREST is protected”.

The kins who were assisting the activation can tell about what they witness, which was a circle that
formed around the Crest’s thirteen domes, it seemed like Mother Earth stretched her invisible arms
of light to protect the undone spiritual machinery.
Cheered by the invisible protection, Ben and Etznab continued the work of building the geodesics…
the day arrived, it was Rhythmic Seed, Kin 84, March 18th, only two days from the activation, Ben
did not pay attention and cuts himself with the drill, it was his left hand, it seemed like the elements
of the storm continued without mercy.

The first people to arrive, came to the Crest on the Resonant Serpent day, Kin 85, March 19th,
practically they were up eleven of the twelve domes, it was precisely what we wanted to build that
same day the thirteenth dome, and because it was the cosmic one, the dome was going to be
located in the center of the activation of the other twelve.

That day in the morning one more incident will make us realize that the day of the storm was going
to continue with still more challenges, Ben and Etznab were putting the last part of the dome, the
upper part, then suddenly and wind came like a hurricane and moved the structure, this part upper

part came off immediately and went fast down onto the ground, it was so dangerous that they
thought it was going to put their lives in risk, the structure collapsed, it seemed like the objective of
having all of the domes completed was almost impossible.

We gathered next day in the morning to plan the next step, they decided to continue working, and
they did, they worked until midnight and they finished the geodesic, leaving one only thing pending,
but next day on a Galactic WorldBridger day, Kin 86, March 20th, the last pending part was built and
there was no risk for anyone at that moment. Anyone can say that all the incidents that happened
to us were just casual things that can happen, but because we have lived the intensity of building a
Crest, we know there is more that meets the eye, there is a clear intention of stopping us, stopping
the activation of the domes, the activation of this spiritual machinery that will work in favor of the
Noosphere. That’s how we arrived to the day of the activation:
KIN 87 SOLAR BLUE HAND
DAY 15 SOLAR MOON OF THE JAGUAR
RING OF THE SYNTHONIZED MOON
CLEAR SIGN OF PACAL VOTAN
MONDAY MARCH 21ST IN THE GREGORIAN CALENDAR
SPRING EQUINOX

They were so many synchronicities, we could not leave that day without commenting it, it was
announced to us like that, this was a day in which we had to start the activation of the spiritual
machinery.
Even with all those challenges the nine members of the Crest that were left were ready to proceed
with a dream that apparently came from past terrestrial rings, but it really came from some
millenniums back in time. The program started with a Sacred March from the cabin of the Crest
towards the facilities.

THE SILENT MARCH
We had the company of 104 kins, 8 x 13 = 104. We didn’t send any formal invitations, all of these
guests had invited themselves, they came because they wanted.
The main part of the activation was going to be leaded by the feminine energy, guided by Oc and
supported by Muluc, Ahau and Ix, persons who started the ceremony of the activation with lighting
the incense burners, this way they were preparing themselves for the sacred silent walk.

A silent march has two main purposes: the first one is to walk a route to elevate our individual
consciousness; second to be conscious about the road walked, that we will have an impact on the
collective consciousness and that this is why we are doing this march, in this case it was about the
planet, we were looking to impact the global consciousness.

Opening the march and our way we located the shells and place them, drums and other sacred
instruments as well, the feminine energy was placed at our left and the masculine on the right, the
incense burners leaded the march and there for the journey started. With us too in the front the
sacred flag of Mexico, and the Virgin of Guadalupe

in the manifestation of Tonantzin, Mother Earth announced her victorious step towards another
dimension.
We arrived at the Crest’s gates, a group of trees that we call “Los Perales” are the guardians of the
place, there for we needed to ask for their permission to access; Oc and the other women asked
with elegance to have this permission granted and the gates opened. One by one all of the kins
came inside, but before that, they were all purified by the incense burners handled by Oc, Ahau,
Muluc and Ix.
The next stage was going to be “La guardiana”, a feminine tree located in the frontal part of the
land, we all walked that way, and once we got there, the feminine group asked for this permit
playing the shells, they asked for an authorization facing her majesty the feminine tree.
Right away we started with the ritual, starting with forming a line of kins guided by the feminine side,
and then we made a journey on each of the domes to print with our presence the tone and seal of
each one.
While this was taking place, Oc decided to build the altar in the center of dome 13, placing it were
the activation was going to take life.

The mandala that Oc located and placed in the middle of dome 13, was built in the following
way: in the center the virgin of Guadalupe (Tonantzin) and the Mexican flag with the seal of the
Eagle devouring the serpent; on the east was placed the grandfather fire represented by the
incense burner, on the south was placed earth represented by the corn; on the west the wind was
represented by an eagle’s feather and on the north the water was placed in a glass bowl so the
water could show the purity and clarity to us. Also included in the mandala other objects like: one
turtle representing mother earth, the Pacal Votan’s tomb replica representing Mayan wisdom, and
the sacred calendar of the Tzolkin that together with the calendar of the 13 moons has concluded to
synchronize us with the galactic time.
Once the kins were done with their journey to each of the 12 domes, they surrounded us around the
dome 13 and Oc started with the greeting to the seven directions created by Valum Votan.
THE ACTIVATION

Now the event that had us all together there…the activation. For that, Oc invited us to stretch our
right arm and spin our right hand in counter clockwise circles and invited us to think while we were
doing this, about all the things we wanted to offer, things that have been done and things that will
be done at the CREST, the invitation was about offering and sending all the things we wanted to
change from our heart and from Mother Earth’s heart as well, the transformation of the beings that
live in it, the cleaning of the solar system we live in, the galaxy…and finally invited us to send all
that with a huge and powerful pulse towards superior dimensions, towards the Hunab Ku.
Right after that she invited us to raise our left arm, and spin our left hand in clockwise circles, asking
us to bring to the CREST all the pure and clean energy, changed and renewed; surrounded with
magic all of us together there, we brought with power and love all the energy coming from the
Hunab Ku, bringing it to all of the galaxy, our solar system, mother earth and to all the 7000 million
of kins that live and share all that energy of harmony and peace, before finishing we brought to
the CREST Yepomera all of the energy that was required to activate the CREST and therefore
succeeded in our noospheric objective.
Once we finalized our objective in this part of the activation, we invited all of the kins to go to
their domes, and therefore we could for the first time, begin the meditation of the signs. The sign
meditation consists in repeating 108 times the mantra:
OM AH KIN (MAYAN SIGN) SARWA SIDI HUM
All of the domes had the kins who belonged there.
Al finalizar celebramos juntos la Meditación del Doble Puente Arco Iris, conducida por Oc en
medio de una atmosfera de silencio y respeto. Mucha magia se manifestó durante la meditación,
al terminar pedimos el concurso de todos para invocar el mantra: ME-XHIC-CO, MEXHIC-CO,
ME-XHIC-CO y abrir asi, todavía mas, la comunicación con todos los Guardianes Ancestrales
de nuestra Nación Mexicana, fue un final apoteótico al cabo del cual todos nos abrazamos y
reímos…la activación había sido completada.
At the end, we celebrated together meditating with the Double Bridged Rainbow meditation,

conducted by Oc in the middle of an environment completely silent and respectful. A lot of magic
appeared there during the meditation, when we were done we asked everyone to evoke the mantra
of: ME-XHIC-CO, MEXHIC-CO, ME-XHIC-CO and open like that, even more, the communication
with all the ancestral guardians of our Mexican Nation, it was quite and ending, and after that we all
laughed and hugged each other…the activation was completed.

The sunset was amazing, as usual, but for the 9 members of the CREST Yepomera, from that
moment all of the sunsets were going to be different, coming all the way to this moment was totally
great, thinking that with our little grain of sand we were contributing to the collective consciousness
and aspiring for a new sunrise is enough reward for all those days of work and dedication.
All of this will not be possible even to understand it, if it was not because of the galactic vision of
Valum Votan – Jose Arguelles who was the pioneer of the Crest Project in the world and after two
days of the activation synchronically he died, we were still in the Enchanted Wave of the Storm,
please let me share a message for our beloved spiritual leader:
THANK YOU VALUM FOR COMPLETING YOUR MISSION, THANK YOU FOR YOUR LEGACY,
THANK YOU FOR GIVING US THE GALACTIC INFORMATION THAT ALLOWED US TO

UNDERSTAND THE NOOSPHERE AND WORK FOR IT, YOU DECIDED TO RETURN IN THE
RIGHT MOMENT, BUT THE ONES THAT STAYED IN THE PLANET, IN SPECIAL THE ONES
FROM THE CREST YEPOMERA, WILL CONTINUE WITH THE MISSION THAT IS ALSO YOUR
LEGACY, WE HAVE RECEIVED YOUR MESSAGE AND WE WILL WORK TOGETHER TO
ACHIEVE NOT ONLY YOUR DREAM BUT ALSO THE DREAM OF ALL THE BEINGS WHO
CONSCIOUSLY OR NOT ARE HERE AS PASSENGERS OF THIS MOTHERSHIP EARTH OR
VELATROPA 24.3 AS YOU TOLD US. REST IN PEACE, YOUR LEGACY IS IN GOOD HANDS
AND WE DO NOT TALK ONLY FOR US, BUT WE TALK FOR ALL THE THOUSANDS AND
THOUSANDS OF KINS WHO HEARTS WERE TOUCHED BY YOU AND WHO ARE WORKING
ALL TOGETHER AROUND THE WORLD SO WE CAN ALL ACHIEVE THE NEW AURORAS OF
THE NEW DAYS THAT WILL BECOME REAL IN THAT DOUBLE BRIDGED RAINBOW THAT
WILL SHOW US THAT WE HAVE SUCCEEDED IN COMPLETING YOUR DREAM AND THE
DREAM OF ALL OF THE PEOPLE WHO ARE CONSCIOUSS ABOUT OUR OBJECTIVE: A NEW
EARTH,A NEW HUMANITY AND ONE AND ONLY SPIRIT.

